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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The Kilburn Blair Athol Study Area is a well-established residential and industrial area that enjoys the
benefits of being a middle ring suburb with relatively good proximity and access to the Adelaide central
business district.
The long-term plan for the renewal of the Study Area is part of the State Government’s Renewing Our
Streets and Suburbs initiative, which is renewing South Australian Housing Trust (SAHT) properties built
before 1968 and located within 10 kilometres of the Adelaide CBD.
The Study Area is bounded by Churchill Road to the west; Main North Road to the east; Grand Junction
Road to the north; Marmion Avenue to the south in Blair Athol; and Northcote Street to the south in Kilburn
(see Attachment A).
Renewal SA is developing a high level urban renewal framework that will provide a robust and flexible
guiding strategy for the renewal of the Kilburn and Blair Athol area and the transitions between industrial
and residential properties. The framework will build upon previous studies and intentions for the area to
provide a guide for creating a great place to live, work, play and visit.
The framework is planned to be implemented and staged over a period of 10 years or more.

1.2

Engagement Plan

Engaging with key stakeholders and broader members of the community has been an integral component
in preparing the urban renewal framework. Prior to commencing the engagement program, external
consultants Fyfe prepared a Stakeholder and Community Engagement Plan which identified the following
key communication and engagement objectives:


to generate public awareness of the urban renewal framework process;



to provide meaningful opportunities for stakeholder and community input into the master planning
process;



to engender a sense of ownership by key stakeholders that will deliver elements of the framework;
and



to ensure that SAHT tenants receive timely and clear information from Renewal SA on the relocation
process.

From the outset, it was recognised that a wide range of stakeholders have an interest in the future
development of the Study Area including:
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owners and occupants of residential and business properties located in, or in close proximity to, the
study area;



sporting and recreation groups who utilise facilities located in the study area;



human service agencies, schools and community groups providing services to people residing in the
area;



relevant State Government departments and Members of Parliament; and



Elected Members and staff of the City of Port Adelaide Enfield.

A tailored engagement process was designed to involve the above key stakeholders at different levels at
appropriate times throughout the study process. The engagement involved:


specific meetings with key stakeholder organisations;



a workshop with key Human Service agencies and community groups; and



direct engagement with the local community.

The stakeholder and community engagement was jointly undertaken by Fyfe and Renewal SA. Fyfe provided
following summary report.

1.3

Key Findings

This report summarises key findings from the stakeholder and community engagement which will inform
the development of the urban renewal framework for Kilburn Blair Athol.
The community engagement sessions sought feedback on 21 ideas across the three themes of:


make the area safer and easier to get around;



create interesting parks and public places for people to meet and use; and



create new housing.

There was strong support for most of the ideas with most support (95%+) received for the following five
ideas:
1. Make streets safer for people to walk around by improving footpaths and street lighting.
2. Create safe bicycle pathways through the area.
3. Link walking and cycle paths to parks and open space.
4. Provide more safe and family friendly public parks and community open spaces.
5. Provide more seating and shade in public spaces to encourage people to meet and chat.

The feedback from key stakeholders was consistent with the above community feedback and included the
need for:
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Additional public open space;



Better quality and affordable housing;



Improved safety of the public realm;



Improved pedestrian and cycle linkages; and



Place-making to build upon the local community’s strengths and facilitate connections between
people.

2.

STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

2.1

Key Stakeholders

Meetings were held with the following government agencies and community groups to discuss specific
aspects of the project:


City of Port Adelaide and Enfield (Urban Projects Co-ordinating Group, Special Projects Group and
Elected Members) ;



Environment Protection Authority;



Bradken;



Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure;



Youth Flexi Centre, Office of Recreation and Sport;



Housing SA;



Dogs SA; and



Adelaide Victory Football Club.

Key points raised by these organisations included:


the need to upgrade stormwater management infrastructure;



the opportunity for the renewal framework to inform the planning of the proposed ProspectLINK tram
extension;



an Environmental Improvement Plan for the Bradken foundry which is due for completion by February
2017;



current gaps in the provision of public open space across the Study Area;



a proposal to develop the West Adelaide Hellas Soccer Club community sports and recreation facility
on Churchill Road, Kilburn; and



a desire by the Adelaide Victory Football Club to access an additional soccer pitch in Kilburn as their
junior teams presently play at an alternate pitch in Pennington.

In addition to the above, representatives of Housing SA and SA Police participated in the Human Service
Agency workshop. Renewal SA also ensured that relevant Members of Parliament were kept informed of
the study process.
Elected Members and relevant staff were also asked to participate in the Human Services Agency workshop
and invited to participate in the broader community engagement. The co-ordinator of the Kilburn
Community Centre also assisted with engagement activities involving the broader community.
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2.2

Workshop with Human Services Agencies and Community Groups

Representatives of human service agencies and community groups working in Kilburn and Blair Athol were
invited to attend a workshop on Monday 30 May 2016 at the Kilburn Community Centre. In total 22 service
providers attended, representing Port Adelaide Enfield Council, Housing SA, SA Police, Blair Athol North B7 School, Roma Mitchell Secondary College, St Brigid’s Catholic Primary School, Blair Athol Church of Christ,
Lutheran Community Care, Uniting Communities, Uniting Care Wesley Bowden, Café Enfield Children’s
Centre, African Community Organisation of SA and Neighbourhood Watch.
A number of local human service agencies had previously been informed about the study via a presentation
from Renewal SA at the February 2016 meeting of the Kilburn and Blair Athol Community Reference Group.
Fyfe and Renewal SA representatives subsequently attended the May 2016 Community Reference Group
meeting to discuss the project and, in particular, to seek their advice on how best to engage human service
providers and the local community. Follow-up phone calls were made to agencies and a comprehensive
data base established.
The May 2016 workshop provided an opportunity to provide more information about the project as well as
to seek participants’ views about opportunities and challenges in relation to:


the potential to increase housing densities within the Study Area;



the capacity of existing social services to cater for an increased population;



activating the area to reinforce and strengthen a sense of community;



improving access to open space; and



improving safety for pedestrians, cyclists, public transport users and motorists.

Key points highlighted at the workshop included the potential for the redevelopment to:


improve housing outcomes including better quality housing and reduced public housing
concentrations to create a better social mix;



address current deficiencies in the provision of existing social services including the need for improved
access to children’s services, schools, recreation and community facilities, as well as to provide
increased support services for a growing aged population;



improve the safety of the public realm by improving public lighting, increasing passive surveillance of
public areas and activating existing under-utilised areas;



better utilise existing open space and consider the provision of additional open space and recreation
facilities, particularly family-friendly facilities such as playgrounds; and



improve pedestrian and cycle linkages between key destinations in the Study Area including safe access
to public transport.

Participants also stressed the importance of considering the following aspects in planning and designing
the redevelopment:
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the impact of the redevelopment on the existing community, and the need to ensure housing
affordability coupled with opportunities for existing tenants to remain in the area for instance by
transitioning to home ownership;



the need to take account of cultural considerations in relation to the design of housing and use of open
spaces; and

the implications of increased housing densities and the importance of increased access to high quality
open space as well as sensitive design of housing to address social issues that may arise due to
increased proximity to neighbours.



Ongoing contact was maintained with agencies to keep them informed of the study process, and in
particular to seek their support in informing and encouraging local community members to participate in
community engagement sessions.

2.3

Local Community

2.3.1

Methodology

Considerable efforts were made to provide engagement opportunities to members of the local community,
especially those living in the Study Area.
A Farsi speaking interpreter was present at the two public community open days and at the Blair Athol
North School Family Day to assist engaging with the local Afghan community.
A variety of mechanisms was used, including two public engagement sessions, two targeted sessions and
an online survey.
The two public sessions and online survey
were promoted via:


the project webpage;



a flyer, which was letter box dropped to
1153 properties located within the Study
Area and a further 290 adjoining
residential and industrial properties;



flyers distributed to human service
agencies and community groups
participating in the agency workshop
including local schools, and Council
community centres and libraries; and



an article in the Weekly Times Messenger on
the 13 July 2016.

In addition, Renewal SA wrote to the
residents of the 530 South Australian
Housing Trust properties located in the Study
Area, informing them about the project and
encouraging their involvement in the
community engagement process.
A member of Renewal SA’s Tenant Relationship and Transition Unit attended the two public engagement
sessions to provide specific information to existing SA Housing Trust tenants living in the Study Area.
2.3.2

Community Engagement Sessions and Online Survey

As detailed in Table 1, a total of 152 parties (each party comprised one or more persons) participated in the
four engagement sessions, of which 89 parties live in the Study Area.
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A further seven responses were received via the online survey, of which 4 respondents identified as being
local residents and one as owning a property in the area.
Table 1: Summary of Community Sessions
Engagement Process

Nature

Saturday 16 July, 2016 from 11am to 2pm on the grounds

Open to public

Attendance
(# live/own in Study Area)
82 parties (50)

Open to public

40 parties (16)

Targeted to local community
members who attend
community lunches at the
Church

14 parties (14)

Targeted to parents of
children attending Blair Athol
North B-7 School

16 parties (9)

Open to public

7 respondents (5)

of Coles on Prospect Road, Blair Athol.
Thursday 21 July, 2016 from 2pm to 5pm at the Churchill
Centre, Churchill Road, Kilburn North.
Monday 25 July, 2016 from 12 noon to 1.30pm at the Blair
Athol Church of Christ.

Tuesday 2 August, 2016 from 11am to 1.30pm at the Blair
Athol North B-7 School, linking into the school’s Family
Connections Day.
Online survey located on RSA’s project webpage, from 16
July to August 12, 2016.

The purpose of the engagement sessions and online survey was to present and seek feedback on ideas for
improving the northern portion of Kilburn and Blair Athol. Display boards with images were used to
describe 21 ideas, which were grouped under three themes:


make the area safer and easier to get around (10 ideas);



create interesting parks and public places for people to meet and use (6 ideas); and



create new housing (5 ideas).

Respondents were invited to view the display boards (in person or online) and to indicate for each idea
whether they support the idea, don’t support the idea or are unsure / neutral about the idea.
In discussing ideas with participants, staff also assisted them to record and post comments on sticky notes.
Similarly, online survey respondents were invited to provide comments.
There was a reasonable degree of consistency across these five inputs with strong support for most of the
21 ideas. The feedback obtained from the community informed the urban renewal framework at a high
level and identified a number of issues which will need to be investigated in detail and resolved as the
framework is implemented. Key themes that emerged are summarised below under each of the three key
themes.
Community feedback was gathered on options for future development in Kilburn and Blair Athol at two
community drop-in sessions held in mid-July 2016 and an online survey.
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This engagement with community in the area builds on previous comments and ideas provided by local
stakeholders on ways to continue improving the neighborhoods, particularly in reference to the type of
housing built, location of parks and reserves, and accessibility to public transport, services and the city.

Current local residents identified what they valued about the area as well as what they liked to see changed,
and shared their ideas for the future of the neighbourhood
Renewal SA and the City of Port Adelaide Enfield will work together to identify ways of implementing the
redevelopment which will be staged over the next 15 to 20 years.
The community will be kept informed about the ongoing planning and redevelopment of the Kilburn and
Blair Athol area.
2.3.3

Theme 1: Make the area safer and easier to get around

As shown in the Figure 1 below, most of the 10 ideas under this theme were strongly supported. Numerous
respondents commented they currently feel unsafe walking around the area, especially in the evening.
They highlighted the lack of police presence in the area, increasing empty allotments, congregation of
groups in public areas, consumption of alcohol and lack of street lighting as contributing to perceived and/or
actual safety concerns.
‘Make streets safer for people to walk around by improving footpaths and street lighting’ was the highest
rating of all 21 ideas with 98% support. Comments included the need for street lighting on both main roads
and residential streets, use of solar panels for lighting, wider pavements and ensuring access for people
with disabilities. Improving the amenity of streetscapes by planting street trees was supported (86%),
noting the importance of appropriate selection of street trees. In addition increased street seating is
required, particularly for the elderly.
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Figure 1: Feedback Response - Theme 1

Ideas to ‘Create safe bicycle pathways through the area’ and ‘Link walking and cycle paths to parks and
open spaces’ also rated highly at 95% and 94% respectively. Despite this, the idea of ‘Investigating whether
land alongside the Kilburn drainage channel can be landscaped and used for cycling and walking through
the area’ had a lower support rating of 75% with a number of respondents expressing concern that opening
up the drainage corridor (which is currently closed) could result in increased antisocial behaviour and
exacerbate safety concerns.
Safety of children – for example using the open drain for skateboarding or walking through the tunnel under
the road – also needs to be considered. Future use of this area therefore requires careful design to take
account of these issues.
The importance of safe access was also reflected in strong support received for the following ideas:


‘Improve pedestrian crossing points on Churchill Road, Prospect Road and Main North Road’ (90%);



‘Improve walking and cycling to the Kilburn Train Station’ (89%), with comments highlighting the need
for improved security at the station (not just getting there); and



‘Improve signage so people can find their way around the area’ received 78% support, with some
people commenting this was a waste of money as signs get vandalised.

Suggestions from respondents supporting signage included using bright colours, designing signs for
people who do not speak English and incorporating the history of the areas in signs (for example ‘this
street was named after …’).
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The idea of ‘Investigate walking and cycling connections to the future tram line on Prospect Road’ was only
supported by 69% of respondents, with many people expressing doubts about the feasibility of having a
tramline along Prospect Road given the width of the carriageway and resultant concerns re increased traffic
congestion.
The least supported idea (60%) was ‘Investigate reduced traffic speeds along Prospect Road in some
sections’. Several respondents pointed out that the speed limit is already 50kph and there are enough (or
too many) traffic lights.
They expressed concern that further slowing of traffic on Prospect Road might increase ‘rat running’
through residential areas. Alternative suggestions to improving traffic safety included:


enforce traffic rules and install additional speed cameras;



relocate on-street parking to areas behind businesses on Prospect Road;



mark lines on the road;



reduce speeds in smaller side streets;



reduce speed limits on Churchill Road and improve Churchill Centre entry/exit points onto Churchill
Road. Consider access to west of Churchill Road;



improve signage at Le Hunt Street and Prospect Road;



improve cycling on Prospect Road; and



improve pedestrian and bus connections to Blair Athol primary schools.

2.3.4

Theme 2: Create interesting parks and public places for people to meet and use

As shown in the Figure 2 below, of the six ideas in this theme, two were strongly supported:
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‘Provide more safe and family friendly public parks and community open spaces’ (96%); and



‘Provide more seating and shade in public spaces to encourage people to meet and chat’ (95%).

Figure 2: Feedback Response - Theme 2

Comments reinforced the lack of existing useable open space in Kilburn and Blair Athol, and in particular a
lack of family-friendly facilities such as picnic areas and playgrounds.
Respondents therefore expressed strong support for the redevelopment of the Study Area to include
activities specifically designed for children (for example playgrounds and a skateboard park) as well as for
adults (for example provision of fitness equipment at public parks) together with amenities such as public
toilets and drinking water.

In relation to creating places for community members to meet, many longer-term residents commented on
the changing demographics of the area brought about by new migrants and refugees. Designing community
spaces that are welcoming and inclusive to all will therefore be important. One idea for achieving this, to
‘Create a “Village Square” at the intersection of Prospect Road and Northcote Street for community
celebrations and events’ was supported by 88% of respondents. There was also 88% support to ‘Upgrade
the appearance of Prospect Road in Kilburn and Blair Athol with street furniture and street trees and
landscaping’.
Support, albeit at slightly lower rates of 81% and 79% respectively, was also received for the two remaining
ideas under this theme:


‘Create more opportunities for local shops, businesses and cafés on Prospect Road at the intersections
of both Northcote Street and Marmion Avenue where future tram stops may be located and near
existing bus stop’; and



‘Use art work that celebrates the multi-cultural nature, Kaurna heritage and industrial heritage of the
area to add interest to streets and public spaces’.

In relation to local business, many people expressed disappointment about the impending closure of Coles
on Prospect Road, Blair Athol. Several longer-term residents expressed concern about the loss of a range
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of shops including a chemist, hairdressers, stationery, pizza shop and Vietnamese bakery. Opportunities to
increase the number and variety of shops on Prospect Road were therefore supported.

2.3.5

Theme 3: Create new housing

As shown in Figure 3, support for the five ideas under this theme was not as high as for the ideas under the
other two themes. While there was general support for creating new housing, many respondents expressed
concern about increasing housing densities and the impact of the associated increase in population on the
capacity of existing infrastructure.
There were mixed views about ‘Provide a
greater mix of public and private housing’ (78%
support) and ‘Ensure affordable housing is
provided in the area’ (77% support).
Many existing public housing tenants who
participated in the consultation process
expressed a strong desire to remain in the area.
In contrast, other respondents are keen to see
a reduction in the proportion of public housing,
as they consider this will increase both the
safety and amenity of the area.
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Figure 3: Feedback Response - Theme 3

There was strong support (88%) for the idea: ‘Encourage housing styles to suit different age groups, families
and cultural backgrounds’. A number of respondents commented that there is a demand for larger houses
(reflecting larger family groups) not just smaller houses for single or older people. Opportunities to
potentially redevelop current industrial sites were mentioned – for instance the development of a
retirement village on the current Bradken site.

‘Affordable’ housing was often seen as synonymous to small ‘box’ houses or apartments. This perspective
influenced many respondents’ views in relation to the idea ‘Allow apartments and townhouses to be built
along Prospect Road to support new shops and cafés’, which only received 59% support. Amongst the 27%
of respondent opposing this idea, comments reflected concerns about higher density living including lack
of privacy and associated increased potential for neighbourhood disputes as well as lack of access to private
outdoor areas particularly play space for children. Concerns were also raised about the cumulative impact
of increased housing densities on traffic and parking, the capacity of existing physical infrastructure and
access to social service facilities.
The idea ‘Build townhouses and housing on smaller blocks around parks and existing local shops such as on
Florence Avenue’ received 72% support. While many respondents stressed the importance of having access
to private open space, there was a recognition that in some instance smaller housing allotments might be
appropriate if this was ‘compensated’ by access to public open space. However the need to ensure that
public space was not ‘privatised’ by adjacent residents was raised ass a concern amongst those not
supporting this idea.
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Attachment A: Study Area
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